Minister Narendra Modi’s future is “fully secure in Prime Minister’s new innings”

The Madhya Pradesh BJP has already caught in the generational clash.

BJP names Deepak Prakash as RS candidate

SCINDIA SHUNS INERTIA, JOINT MODI'S CONSIGNMENT

Minister Narendra Modi’s future is “fully secure in Prime Minister’s new innings”

The Madhya Pradesh BJP has already caught in the generational clash.

BJP names Deepak Prakash as RS candidate
भारतीय बृत्तिय समाज के अधिकारसभा का निर्देशक, शतेश पटेल

अलौकिक अवधारणा का कारण होकर अंतर्जातीय उत्साहकारक हो जायेंगे पांकी

पांकी एक सामान्य आदमी की घर में हुए हत्या

राजस्थान के बिहार विधानसभा में विहार विधायक मीता मेहता ने सर्वेक्षण का इस्तेमाल किया, जिसमें उन्होंने विधायकों का लगभग 85% अपनी बैठक में शामिल होने का संकेत दिया।

पांकी एक सामान्य आदमी की घर में हुए हत्या

मेहता ने विधायकों के लिए एक सामान्य आदमी में हुए हत्या का अलौकिक अवधारणा का कारण बताया। उसने मीटिंग में कहा कि यह हो सकता है कि यह हत्या अंतर्जातीय उत्साहकारक हो सकती है।

स्थानीय विधायकों के लिए एक सामान्य आदमी में हुए हत्या

मेहता ने कहा कि यह हो सकता है कि यह हत्या अंतर्जातीय उत्साहकारक हो सकती है। उसने मीटिंग में कहा कि यह हो सकता है कि यह हत्या अंतर्जातीय उत्साहकारक हो सकती है।
Dishom Gurung Shibu Soren files nomination for RS polls

**UPA EYES BOTH SEATS**

**HARDIPI**

Harkishan, Sidhu, Mohoo (MPP) action! Shibu Soren moves to the RS for the upcoming Rajya Sabha elections.

Following the allegation made related to the various colleges in Jharkhand amid Novel Coronavirus, “Personnel and caregivers from all departments related to the students and the society at large, including the students and the society at large, are handled with a lot of care and attention. The students and the society at large are also being treated with the utmost care.”

The new regime in Jharkhand is now focusing on the education sector. Education Minister Abhishek Thakur said, “We have to focus on the education sector as it is the backbone of the country. The students and the society at large are being handled with a lot of care and attention. The students and the society at large are also being treated with the utmost care.”

**BJP’s new campaign to target voters in Jharkhand**

The BJP Government in Jharkhand is focusing on the education sector. Education Minister Abhishek Thakur said, “We have to focus on the education sector as it is the backbone of the country. The students and the society at large are being handled with a lot of care and attention. The students and the society at large are also being treated with the utmost care.”

**RIMS gets 450 NV5 masks**

RIMS Thrissur Kollam and Kollam Medical College have started using the NV5 masks in the hospital. The hospital has been doing well, as there were no reports of any adverse effects. NV5 masks are being used in all hospitals across the country.

**Gulab Singh’s last rites today**

Gulab Singh, the then Prime Minister of Jharkhand, passed away on March 10. He was 82 years old. Singh was a seasoned politician who served in various capacities, including as the Chief Minister of Jharkhand. He was also a member of the JMM parliamentary party.

**BjP’s new campaign to target voters in Jharkhand**

The BJP Government in Jharkhand is focusing on the education sector. Education Minister Abhishek Thakur said, “We have to focus on the education sector as it is the backbone of the country. The students and the society at large are being handled with a lot of care and attention. The students and the society at large are also being treated with the utmost care.”

**Jharkhand: The state government has announced a probe into the death of a man who was found dead in a canal near a village in the state. The man, identified as Ajay Singh, was found dead in a canal near a village in the state. The man had been reported missing by his family. The police are investigating the matter.**

**Jharkhand: The state government has announced a probe into the death of a man who was found dead in a canal near a village in the state. The man, identified as Ajay Singh, was found dead in a canal near a village in the state. The man had been reported missing by his family. The police are investigating the matter.**

**Reforms said.**

"We have issued a circular to all Government offices in the state to prevent the virus from spreading. Personnel and caregivers from all departments related to the students and the society at large, including the students and the society at large, are handled with a lot of care and attention. The students and the society at large are also being treated with the utmost care."
A public meeting was organised under the ‘Sarkar Aapke Dwar’ programme at Jaridih Block Headquarters under the chairmanship of Prakash. He said that the programme was started to solve the problems of the villagers.

During the programme stalls of various departments including Revenue, Labour Planning, Cooperation, Health & Family Welfare, Agriculture & Cooperation, Social Security and Education were established. Before the program started, stalls of various departments of Jaridih started gathering. At the end of the programme, they kept getting the officials and villagers.

During this programme, DDC Ravi Ranjan Mishra also said that houses will be allotted as per the data under REGA, PMAY and Swachh Bharat Mission.

Aapke Dwar’ programme at Jaridih Block Headquarters was well-established under the chairmanship of Prakash. A public meeting was organised to solve the problems of the villagers.

During the programme stalls of various departments including Revenue, Labour Planning, Cooperation, Health & Family Welfare, Agriculture & Cooperation, Social Security and Education were established. Before the program started, stalls of various departments of Jaridih started gathering. At the end of the programme, they kept getting the officials and villagers.

During this programme, DDC Ravi Ranjan Mishra also said that houses will be allotted as per the data under REGA, PMAY and Swachh Bharat Mission.
Unseasonal rain to hit crops: IMD

Unseasonal rain is set to hit crops in many parts of the country, as the India Meteorological Department (IMD) has forecast rain in several states, including those that are already facing water scarcity.

On Tuesday, the IMD predicted heavy rain in several states, including Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, and Gujarat. The forecast is based on the southwest monsoon, which is expected to arrive in most parts of the country by the end of June.

The IMD has warned that the heavy rain could cause floods and landslides in some areas, and has advised people to be prepared.

However, the IMD also said that the rainfall is not expected to be as heavy as in previous years.

The forecast is expected to provide relief to farmers, who have been facing water scarcity due to the ongoing drought.

The IMD has advised farmers to take adequate precautions to protect their crops from the heavy rain, and to ensure that they have enough irrigation facilities.

The IMD has also warned that the heavy rain could cause flooding in some areas, and has advised people to be vigilant.

The forecast is expected to provide relief to the affected areas, and to help farmers to resume their work.

On Wednesday, the IMD predicted heavy rain in several states, including Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, and Gujarat. The forecast is based on the southwest monsoon, which is expected to arrive in most parts of the country by the end of June.

The IMD has warned that the heavy rain could cause floods and landslides in some areas, and has advised people to be prepared.

However, the IMD also said that the rainfall is not expected to be as heavy as in previous years.

The forecast is expected to provide relief to farmers, who have been facing water scarcity due to the ongoing drought.

The IMD has advised farmers to take adequate precautions to protect their crops from the heavy rain, and to ensure that they have enough irrigation facilities.

The IMD has also warned that the heavy rain could cause flooding in some areas, and has advised people to be vigilant.

The forecast is expected to provide relief to the affected areas, and to help farmers to resume their work.

On Thursday, the IMD predicted heavy rain in several states, including Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, and Gujarat. The forecast is based on the southwest monsoon, which is expected to arrive in most parts of the country by the end of June.

The IMD has warned that the heavy rain could cause floods and landslides in some areas, and has advised people to be prepared.

However, the IMD also said that the rainfall is not expected to be as heavy as in previous years.

The forecast is expected to provide relief to farmers, who have been facing water scarcity due to the ongoing drought.

The IMD has advised farmers to take adequate precautions to protect their crops from the heavy rain, and to ensure that they have enough irrigation facilities.

The IMD has also warned that the heavy rain could cause flooding in some areas, and has advised people to be vigilant.

The forecast is expected to provide relief to the affected areas, and to help farmers to resume their work.

On Friday, the IMD predicted heavy rain in several states, including Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, and Gujarat. The forecast is based on the southwest monsoon, which is expected to arrive in most parts of the country by the end of June.

The IMD has warned that the heavy rain could cause floods and landslides in some areas, and has advised people to be prepared.

However, the IMD also said that the rainfall is not expected to be as heavy as in previous years.

The forecast is expected to provide relief to farmers, who have been facing water scarcity due to the ongoing drought.

The IMD has advised farmers to take adequate precautions to protect their crops from the heavy rain, and to ensure that they have enough irrigation facilities.

The IMD has also warned that the heavy rain could cause flooding in some areas, and has advised people to be vigilant.

The forecast is expected to provide relief to the affected areas, and to help farmers to resume their work.
**Kerala returns 45 Italian returnees under watch**

Kerala: Steps are on to check the spread of coronavirus in Kerala, the State government said on Wednesday. Of the 45 people who returned from COVID-19-hit Italy under observation, 36 were admitted to Ernakulam medical college hospital here on Wednesday.

Officials had referred 35 people, including 15 children and two pregnant women, to four medical colleges from Ernakulam district on Tuesday. Two other people were kept under observation in the city.

The local health authorities at the city's various airports and railway stations were at their alert on Wednesday. All travel routes from and to the city were kept under observation.

A total of 28 people, including four children, were referred to the Ernakulam Medical College Hospital and 13 were put under observation in Kollam.

**Schools, colleges, university, cinema halls shut in J&K**

After shutting down the cinema halls, the Government of Jammu and Kashmir on Wednesday decided to suspend classes in all schools, colleges and universities of the State from March 17 to 31 as a precautionary measure against the spread of COVID-19.

The decision will also be applicable to all educational institutions in the Union Territory.

The government has directed all educational institutions to make 14-day preparedness plans to reopen the schools and colleges.

The decision came against the background of the increasing number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the country, including in other parts of the world.

**Coronavirus Outbreak**

**Karnataka man suspected to be infected dies**

Bangalore: A 76-year-old man who tested positive for COVID-19 died in Bangalore on Wednesday, the Family Welfare department said.

An official said none of the department’s officers were tested positive for COVID-19.

DGHS Director of Health & Family Welfare, Dr. Mohan, said on Wednesday that the death rate due to coronavirus is very low and 98 per cent people will recover.

**Tripura to shut two border haat near Bangladesh border**

Agartala: The Tripura Government has decided to temporarily close two border haats near the Bangladesh border due to the COVID-19 outbreak.

Both the Tripura-Bangladesh border haat and the Dharmanagar Railway Station in Tripura have been closed for the time being. A State health department advisor Dr. Bijay Kumar Dhar was addressing a press conference here on Wednesday.

Tripura Chief Minister Biplab Deb also tweeted on Wednesday that the Tripura Border Haat near Dharmanagar Railway Station in the state capital has been closed temporarily due to COVID-19.

A state health department advisor, Dr. Bijay Kumar Dhar said that the Tripura government had recently decided to close two border haats near the Bangladesh border due to the COVID-19 outbreak.

**Ignore panic: Police**

Mumbai: Police on Wednesday told students to ignore panic after many of them tested COVID-19 negative.

“Students have been asked to ignore panic after many of them tested COVID-19 negative. We are on alert for the situation deemed to be serious,” an official said.

**Govt plans isolation wards, labs in private hospitals in Mumbai**

Mumbai: The Maharashtra government plans to set up isolation wards and specialist centres in private hospitals in the city to enhance the city’s COVID-19 response capacity.

Talking to reporters here, Mr. Dhananjay Munde, the Dy. Minister of Health, said that the government would soon issue a notification in this regard.

Meanwhile, the Health department has assured that all private hospitals in the city will be consulted for the steps being taken.

**Gujrati waits for tourists, cancel options given**

Ahmedabad: The Gujarat Government on Wednesday suggested that the tourists coming to Gujarat to visit the Somnath temple for the Somnath Mahotsav be given options to cancel the trip if the situation demands.

The government was mulling the plan after receiving a letter from a travel agent in Ahmedabad.

**Tripura may be closed for the time being**

Mumbai: Tripura may be closed for the time being depending on the situation after the state government launched a COVID-19 screening campaign at the Tripura border haat.

**Goa: Govt personnel, hospital staff to get masks as precaution**

Panaji: Goa Health Minister Vishwajit Rane on Wednesday said that the state government would provide masks to the Observatory staff and the government staff.

Mr. Rane said that the government had set up a committee to look into the measures that would be taken to control the spread of COVID-19.

He said that the government would provide masks to all the employees of the state government.

**Citizens advised to keep masks handy at all times**

Mumbai: The Maharashtra government has advised citizens to keep masks handy at all times.

The government has asked citizens to keep masks handy at all times.

“Any area in which we have detected the COVID-19 virus need to be kept under observation.

**PTI**

**Annual Paithan pilgrimage suspended**

Ahmedabad: The International Dargah Administration has suspended the annual Paithan pilgrimage due to the coronavirus epidemic.

On the eve of the festival, which is scheduled to take place from March 19 to 21, the international Dargah Administration announced the cancellation of the pilgrimage.

**Kerala reports 45 Italian returnees under observation**

Kerala: Steps are on to check the spread of coronavirus in Kerala, the State government said on Wednesday. Of the 45 people who returned from COVID-19-hit Italy under observation, officials said on Wednesday.

Officials had referred 35 people, including 15 children and two pregnant women, to four medical colleges from Ernakulam district on Tuesday. Two other people were kept under observation in the city.

The local health authorities at the city’s various airports and railway stations were at their alert on Wednesday. All travel routes from and to the city were kept under observation.

A total of 28 people, including four children, were referred to the Ernakulam Medical College Hospital and 13 were put under observation in Kollam.

**Coronavirus Outbreak**

**No case in Bengal, Govt monitoring situation:**

Kolkata: West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee on Wednesday said there had been no reported cases of coronavirus in the state for two weeks.

“The situation in the state will continue to be monitored,” she said.

In a post-Congress government, the Mukul Roy led administration had highlighted the urgency of action against false messages.

The chief minister said that there had been no reported cases of coronavirus in the state for two weeks.

“Considering the recent situation in Kerala, the government has decided to keep a close watch on the situation,” she said.

**Annual Paithan pilgrimage suspended**

Ahmedabad: The International Dargah Administration has suspended the annual Paithan pilgrimage due to the coronavirus epidemic.

On the eve of the festival, which is scheduled to take place from March 19 to 21, the international Dargah Administration announced the cancellation of the pilgrimage.

**Kerala reports 45 Italian returnees under observation**

Kerala: Steps are on to check the spread of coronavirus in Kerala, the State government said on Wednesday. Of the 45 people who returned from COVID-19-hit Italy under observation, officials said on Wednesday.

Officials had referred 35 people, including 15 children and two pregnant women, to four medical colleges from Ernakulam district on Tuesday. Two other people were kept under observation in the city.

The local health authorities at the city’s various airports and railway stations were at their alert on Wednesday. All travel routes from and to the city were kept under observation.

A total of 28 people, including four children, were referred to the Ernakulam Medical College Hospital and 13 were put under observation in Kollam.

**Coronavirus Outbreak**

**No case in Bengal, Govt monitoring situation:**

Kolkata: West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee on Wednesday said there had been no reported cases of coronavirus in the state for two weeks.

“The situation in the state will continue to be monitored,” she said.

In a post-Congress government, the Mukul Roy led administration had highlighted the urgency of action against false messages.

The chief minister said that there had been no reported cases of coronavirus in the state for two weeks.

“Considering the recent situation in Kerala, the government has decided to keep a close watch on the situation,” she said.
**Sena calls BJP’s bluff, says MP virus won’t enter Maha**

**Rajini welcomes MP rows today**

**TMC slams BJP for horse-trading**

**Rajinji to meet Rotterdam MPs**

**MP GOVT CRISIS**

Rajinji welcomes NCP leader Douglas Dorey to his orbit

Douglas Dorey, the NCP leader who recently defected from the Congress, was warmly welcomed by Tamil Nadu Congress leader Jyotiraditya Scindia. Scindia, who is also a National Vice President of the BJP, referred to the former Congress leader as a "jumping horse" and expressed his joy at having Dorey on board.

Scindia said that he was happy to have Dorey join the party and that the deflection was a significant development for the BJP. He added that Dorey's move was a testament to the party's ability to attract new members and that it would further strengthen the party's position in Tamil Nadu. Scindia also praised Dorey for his contributions to the Congress and expressed his hope that the former leader would continue to contribute to the development of the state.

"We are happy to have Douglas Dorey on board," Scindia tweeted. "His move is a significant development for the BJP and will further strengthen our position in Tamil Nadu. We will continue to work hard to make the state a stronghold of the party."
Just another Scindia

It's unlikely that Jyotiraditya Scindia will get something more from the BJP than what the Congress denied him. His isolation is complete.

A Low level, nothing unexpected has really happened in the Congress. The young Turks, those who attended the political science careers some individual purpose as the borrowed legacy of an institution called the zamindars and landlords were also completely helpless with the old guard continuing to thumb their noses at both right and wrong. Luckily, the party's existing cadre members have regained a small bit of courage at the all the Congress, where the young leaders want to keep the party's national interests intact. This is a noble and a solitary path, but what has not happened for lack of recognition or being too 'outside' in outstanding the Congress sides themselves. It is all but expected of the ruling BJP to claim the upper spot, especial- ly in the eyes of politicians who have no claim to it.

In this case, Scindia is the prize pick of the BJP simply because he had no political career after the Della riots, but he still had all his entrepreneurial acumen and the community of Scindia, which is nonexistent. He doesn't get much in the trade, certainly nothing that makes him look like he is starting over. For ideologically not really party loyalty isn't a must, and a man with no political career, who claims he has a hobby only, a politician who has a hobby and a family he just needs a hobby. But by switching over to the BJP which he had steadfastly criticized over the last 20 years, the community of his background, 100 extra years, some- thing that his father Madhavrao resisted for a lifetime, he suddenly looks like an opportunist. Besides, Scindia is also using his family's financial lineage to be of relevance to the Congress by casting away his dynamic talents, something that the Congress are quite aware of. Unfortunately, he worked assiduously to show up the Congress' fortunes in Madhya Pradesh during the 16th Lok Sabha elections, and has been really miffed by not being gifted chief minister. But one cannot ignore that for all his claim over the Overflow belt, he lost his home turf of Guna in the last Madhya Pradesh elections. Therefore, Scindia's move comes as no surprise.
A death knell for religious economy

Like all other religions, the tourism industry is also playing for a quick containment and cure for the Coronavirus pandemic.

M I C H A E L T O N G

The Covid-19 pandemic has affected all religions, but particularly the religious economies around the world greatly. The negative impact of the epidemic is not restricted to the LGBT+ community and women in the religious world. In many countries, the religious economies are facing an unprecedented crisis, with their income sources being cut off due to the crisis. In this situation, many religious leaders have called for the government to provide financial assistance to the religious communities in order to help them survive the crisis.

Many countries have come up with innovative solutions to continue religious activities during the crisis. In some countries, religious leaders have converted their religious places into community centers, while in others, they have started online services to continue religious activities. In some cases, they have even started providing food and other essential supplies to the community.

However, the religious economies are still facing a difficult time. The lack of income sources has led to a decrease in the income of the religious leaders and the communities. This has led to a decrease in the quality of religious services, and the community is losing its trust in the religious leaders. The lack of income has also led to a decrease in the quality of religious education, which is an essential part of the religious economy.

In conclusion, the religious economies are facing a difficult time due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The government should come up with innovative solutions to continue religious activities during the crisis and support the religious economies to survive the crisis.

The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the religious economies is not only limited to the income sources, but also to the quality of religious services and education. The religious leaders and communities should come up with innovative solutions to continue religious activities during the crisis and support the religious economies to survive the crisis.

A death knell for religious economy

Like all other religions, the tourism industry is also playing for a quick containment and cure for the Coronavirus pandemic.
Indian economy to benefit from slump in oil prices

Saudia Arabia to boost oil output capacity by 1 m barrels per day: Aramco

Yes Bank sells second consecutive special issue, up over 35%

SBI cuts interest rate on savings accounts to 3%

FM to review bank mergers preparedness

Indian economy to benefit from slump in oil prices

The Indian economy will likely see significant benefits from the current oil prices, which have fallen sharply. A drop in the price of oil can lead to a decline in inflation and interest rates, making it easier for businesses and consumers to borrow and spend. For the Indian economy, this could translate into lower costs for imports, increased exports, and higher growth rates. Additionally, lower oil prices can lead to lower transportation costs, which can benefit the manufacturing and logistics sectors. Overall, the current oil prices can be seen as a positive development for the Indian economy, providing much-needed relief after the recent volatile market conditions.

---

**Indian economy to benefit from slump in oil prices**

> The Indian economy will likely see significant benefits from the current oil prices, which have fallen sharply. A drop in the price of oil can lead to a decline in inflation and interest rates, making it easier for businesses and consumers to borrow and spend. For the Indian economy, this could translate into lower costs for imports, increased exports, and higher growth rates. Additionally, lower oil prices can lead to lower transportation costs, which can benefit the manufacturing and logistics sectors. Overall, the current oil prices can be seen as a positive development for the Indian economy, providing much-needed relief after the recent volatile market conditions.

---

**Saudia Arabia to boost oil output capacity by 1 m barrels per day: Aramco**

> Saudi Arabia is planning to boost its oil output capacity by 1 million barrels per day (mb/d) by 2022. The kingdom's state-owned oil giant, Saudi Arabian Oil Co. (SAOC), also known as Aramco, announced plans to increase its capacity as part of a strategic move to meet future demand and maintain market share.

---

**Yes Bank sells second consecutive special issue, up over 35%**

> Yes Bank, India's fourth-largest private lender, has successfully completed its second consecutive rights issue, raising over 35% more than the first issue. The rights issue, which was oversubscribed, has helped the bank to strengthen its capital base and improve its risk management practices. With this capital infusion, Yes Bank aims to support its ongoing expansion plans and focus on its core banking business.

---

**SBI cuts interest rate on savings accounts to 3%**

> State Bank of India (SBI), India's largest lender, has cut its interest rate on savings accounts to 3%. The move is a part of the bank's efforts to attract more savings deposits and improve its financial health. With this cut, SBI has become the first nationalized bank to offer a 3% interest rate on savings accounts, making it attractive for customers to save with SBI.

---

**FM to review bank mergers preparedness**

> The Ministry of Finance (FM) is considering reviewing the preparedness of banks for mergers and acquisitions. The move comes in the backdrop of the ongoing consolidation efforts in the Indian banking sector, with several banks announcing plans for mergers and acquisitions.

---

---

---

---

---

---

---
Markets make tepid gains

Gold prices fall ₹156

New Delhi: Gold on Wednesday trended down by ₹156 to ₹43,847.70 per 10 gram in the national capital amid appreci- ation in the dollar against the rupee. In the inter- national market, gold prices fell in line with the global trend. On Tuesday, Comex gold had closed at $1,747.17 against the US dollar. In the Indian market, gold prices fell by ₹156 to ₹43,847.70 per 10 gram. The rupee, however, strengthened against the US dollar on Wednesday.

Top gainers in the Sensex pack included Godrej Properties (4.76%), Reliance Industries (4.31%), and Adani Transmission (3.59%).

According to analysts, equity benchmarks gave cues in most sectors as nerves were soothing with the US-China trade war showing signs of calming and Indian rupee turning injusticiable.

Markets ended modestly higher on Wednesday, with the Sensex rising more than 100 points or 0.37% to 27,752.70 and Nifty adding 31 points or 0.78% to 10,458.40. In the broader market, the Nifty 50 smallcap index gained 0.81% to 14,354.10.

Inflows to equity mutual funds touched 11-month high in Feb

New Delhi: Inflows into equity mutual funds amounted to ₹11,870.50 crore in February 2020, marking the highest in 11 months, even as the broad market continued to show subdued performance in the aftermath of coronavirus. According to data released on Thursday by the Investment Association of India (IAI), the net inflows into equity funds remained positive for the second consecutive month, with the total inflows for February amounting to ₹11,870.50 crore. The net inflows amounted to ₹9,500.25 crore in January, amounting to the highest since March 2019, when equity mutual funds endured the worst month in 11 months. As the spread of coronavirus continues to spread across the world, killing more than 4,000 people worldwide and world markets too found itself in a tough global equities, Indian mutual funds continued to take a hit.

Slow ‘vikas’ of industrial corridors irks Parliament

The Committee on Economic Affairs had noted that the Scheme of Industrial Corridors (SIC) was an important initiative to promote industrial growth in the country. The Committee had recommended the ministry to ensure that the scheme was implemented effectively.

The government had launched the SIC scheme in 2015 with an aim to develop 10 industrial corridors in the country, each covering a length of 1,000 km. The scheme aimed to reduce transportation costs and improve connectivity in the industrial sector.

However, the implementation of the scheme had faced several challenges, including lack of funding, delays in land acquisition, and inadequate infrastructure. The committee had expressed concern over the slow pace of implementation of the scheme.

In response to the committee’s recommendation, the ministry had assured that it was working closely with the concerned state governments to ensure the timely implementation of the scheme.

According to the ministry, as of December 2020, six of the 10 corridors had been completed, while the remaining four were under various stages of implementation. The ministry had also informed the committee that it was taking steps to overcome the challenges faced by the scheme.

The government had also announced the extension of the SIC scheme to include two additional corridors in the country, bringing the total number of corridors to 12. The extension was aimed at furthering the growth of the industrial sector in the country.

The government had also announced the extension of the SIC scheme to include two additional corridors in the country, bringing the total number of corridors to 12. The extension was aimed at furthering the growth of the industrial sector in the country.

The government had also announced the extension of the SIC scheme to include two additional corridors in the country, bringing the total number of corridors to 12. The extension was aimed at furthering the growth of the industrial sector in the country.
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**TO FIGHT CORONAVIRUS:** Italy announces 25 bn euros package

**UK Health Min tests positive for COVID-19**

**First virus death in Belgium**

**China slams US for warship sail in disputed waters**

**Russia passes bill allowing Putin to stay in power past 2024**

**Palestinian teen shot dead by Israeli forces in West Bank: Min**

**US sanctions 15 Iranian entities, individuals for support to Iran-backed terrorism in Yemen**

**Myanmar MPs reject bid to allow Suu Kyi to become Prez**

**Myanmar's parliament blocks any constitutional proposals to block any constitutional changes proposed by Suu Kyi**

**Naypyitaw (Myanmar): Myanmar's parliament rejected on Wednesday a constitutional amendment that would permit Aung San Suu Kyi to be re-elected as president.”**

**The rejection has been welcomed by the international community which said Suu Kyi’s nomination should be accepted.**

**The defeated motion was supported by the NLD coalition which holds a majority in the lower house, the State Duma, which has seven years to run.**

**Moscow: The Russian parliament passed a constitutional reform in the lower house on Wednesday, a move that will allow President Vladimir Putin to stay in power for another dozen years.**

**Putin, 67, will be able to hold the presidency until 2036 after the proposed amendment is set to take effect from April 1, 2022.**

**The amendment will extend the presidential term from four to six years.**

**Russia passed a bill on Wednesday that will permit Putin to stand for another term in 2024.**

**The amendment will extend the current presidential term from four years to six years.**

**The amendment will enable Putin to run for another term in 2024.**

**Putin is currently in his fourth term and will be eligible for one more if the amendment is approved.**

**Putin is currently serving his fourth term and will be eligible to run for another term in 2024 if the proposal is passed.**

**Putin is expected to seek a fifth term in 2024.**

**Putin, 67, can seek re-election in 2024 after a constitutional amendment is passed in the lower house.**

**Putin is currently in his fourth term as president and will be eligible to run for another term in 2024 if the constitutional reform is approved.**

**Putin is currently serving his fourth term and will be eligible to run for another term in 2024 if the proposal is approved.**

**Putin is currently in his fourth term and will be eligible to run for another term in 2024 if the constitutional amendment is passed.**

**Putin is currently in his fourth term and will be eligible for one more term if the reform amendment is approved.**

**Putin, 67, will be able to hold the presidency until 2036 after the proposed amendment is set to take effect from April 1, 2022.**

**Putin passed a bill on Wednesday that will permit him to run for another term in 2024.**

**Putin, 67, can seek re-election in 2024 after a constitutional amendment is passed in the lower house.**

**Putin is serving his fourth term and will be eligible to run for another term in 2024 if the constitutional reform is approved.**

**Putin is currently in his fourth term and will be eligible to run for another term in 2024 if the constitutional amendment is passed.**

**Putin is currently in his fourth term and will be eligible to run for another term in 2024 if the proposal is approved.**

**Putin is serving his fourth term and will be eligible to run for another term in 2024 if the constitutional reform is approved.**
The gourmet experience tilted, East to West; in particular has chafed against any double whammy of travelling chefs, from a collection of non-debilitating illness to my family life after weeks of growing numbers of infections and two small towns in north-eastern Veneto, Milan, the capital of Lombardy, from a collection of non-debilitating illness.

It has been 10 years since I started all this. I didn’t eat mushroom, from learning the right way to cook them, the right kind of oil to use, to my family life after weeks of growing numbers of infections. I think of it as a way to make cooking for pleasure. We are doing our civic duty.

The gourmet experience tilted, East to West; in particular has chafed against any double whammy of travelling chefs. What were people doing when they were locked down? I was challenged for a week or two to come up with ideas to do with mushrooms, from learning the right way to cook them, the right kind of oil to use, to my family life after weeks of growing numbers of infections.

I never thought about it. I just went with the flow. I had complete freedom. But sometimes I put it in chicken, sometimes I put it in fish, sometimes I put it in meat. I like playing with it in different ways. I think of it as a way to make cooking for pleasure. We are doing our civic duty.

The gourmet experience tilted, East to West; in particular has chafed against any double whammy of travelling chefs. What were people doing when they were locked down? I was challenged for a week or two to come up with ideas to do with mushrooms, from learning the right way to cook them, the right kind of oil to use, to my family life after weeks of growing numbers of infections.

I never thought about it. I just went with the flow. I had complete freedom. But sometimes I put it in chicken, sometimes I put it in fish, sometimes I put it in meat. I like playing with it in different ways. I think of it as a way to make cooking for pleasure. We are doing our civic duty.

The gourmet experience tilted, East to West; in particular has chafed against any double whammy of travelling chefs. What were people doing when they were locked down? I was challenged for a week or two to come up with ideas to do with mushrooms, from learning the right way to cook them, the right kind of oil to use, to my family life after weeks of growing numbers of infections.

I never thought about it. I just went with the flow. I had complete freedom. But sometimes I put it in chicken, sometimes I put it in fish, sometimes I put it in meat. I like playing with it in different ways. I think of it as a way to make cooking for pleasure. We are doing our civic duty.

The gourmet experience tilted, East to West; in particular has chafed against any double whammy of travelling chefs. What were people doing when they were locked down? I was challenged for a week or two to come up with ideas to do with mushrooms, from learning the right way to cook them, the right kind of oil to use, to my family life after weeks of growing numbers of infections.

I never thought about it. I just went with the flow. I had complete freedom. But sometimes I put it in chicken, sometimes I put it in fish, sometimes I put it in meat. I like playing with it in different ways. I think of it as a way to make cooking for pleasure. We are doing our civic duty.
The following 30 days shall be in place with immediate effect for all international cruise ships, who had planned and intimated their call to more ports in India in advance:

- Only those international cruise ships which had planned and intimated their call to an Indian port just prior to January 1 will be allowed to call at such ports.
- Any international cruise ship, or member of its crew or any passenger therein having a travel history later than January 1 will be allowed to advance:
- Any person having contact with someone, within the last 14 days, in any other affected country is automatically medically boarded.

All cruise ships need to take special precautions, ensure sufficient isolation beds where any sample is tested positive, the patient will be collected and sent to Port Health Officer (PHO) of the PHO will carry out thermal screening of all the passengers and crew members on board. Until clearance from PHO, crew and passengers are not allowed to shore.

If sample is tested positive, the patient will be collected and sent to the facility attached to the port and the quarantine on the ship. Samples of any other affected countries is automatically medically boarded.

If sample is tested positive, the patient will be collected and sent to the facility attached to the port and the quarantine on the ship. Samples of any other affected countries is automatically medically boarded.

At the check-in counter of the Port, local hospital to assist the passengers and crew members regarding their medical condition. If any passenger or crew member has a travel history of any affected country, they shall not be allowed for medical care or being proceeded to other ports.

The call of the passengers and crew members from any affected country will be allowed only at the port having a travel history of any affected country.

NTPC forays into electric bus business

NTPC, the utility giant, has signed an agreement with Department of Transport and Andaman Islands for developing the electric bus in the Union Territory. Under this agreement, a joint venture company will be formed to implement an integrated electric bus project. The project will entail the development of a complete transport solution, including twenty air-conditioned electric buses.

The project is expected to kick off within the next six months, and the entire process of the project is expected to be completed by 2023. The project is a significant step towards achieving the country's electrification ambitions, with the aim of reducing carbon emissions and promoting sustainable transport solutions.

Women should be celebrated. Women should be revered around equality and respect. Women should be protected around their roles. She should not be sensitive to comments, she should be proud of her contributions.

A short video which training sessions are specific to the education and empowerment of women. It is to empower women workforce to become great contributors. The initiative will lead to a better outcome. There is a lot more freedom to pursue one's passion.
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**Weak Spans exposed as Leipzig cruise into Champions League last 8**

T he two-month-old child of Delia Allies was named after her father, Delio. On Sunday, he turned his 19th birthday and was shown a special gift from her mother - a birthday cake. Leipzig center-back Salif Sane celebrated the occasion on the pitch, where he led a surprise celebration for the striker.

**Indian boxing records best qualifying show**

India's boxing team produced its best showing in the Olympic qualifying process on Saturday, with six boxers qualifying for Tokyo.

**Dream run continues**

Four-goal Illgie Guido Kalala into first ever European Fours.

**APF at ULCA**

A fter a fairytale Champions League run continued with an empty stadium on Tuesday as Jurgen Klopp’s side can lose to Burnley on Saturday, the Premier League title since 1990 had tested positive. The club's first two Premier League fixtures were played in front of empty stadiums due to the coronavirus pandemic, and the team had also been unable to host fans for its last two matches.

**Sport 15**

**Sindhu starts with win**

India’s top badminton star PV Sindhu registered a comfortable 21-13, 21-11 win over American, ranked eight, at the All England Open, beating American, ranked eight, in the first round.

**Max aims to make podium at every race**

MELBOURNE: Red Bull driver Max Verstappen has been in a rich vein of form recently, with four podium finishes in the last five races, and he believes he can win a race at any point.

**No fans allowed in Indian Open**

Shivpal qualifies for Tokyo Oly

The Indian Open Super 500 is the Olympic qualifying event for Tokyo. Qualifiers from the event will be chosen to represent India in the Olympic Games in Tokyo. Qualifiers from the event will be chosen to represent India in the Olympic Games in Tokyo. Qualifiers from the event will be chosen to represent India in the Olympic Games in Tokyo.

**Warning**

Indian tailenders Somnath and Ajit hit back in the fourth Test in three days in a 90-run partnership, taking Rahul back to the crease. Victoria had briefly closed down. It was a 30-minute innings over the last five overs of the day.

**Faturalicitat**

Josep Gómez has become the 40th man to score in Spain’s La Liga, matching Real Sociedad’s history. The 30-year-old midfielder scored the first of his two goals of the season on Saturday, as Atletico Madrid won 3-1 at Valencia. Gómez is the first player in the history of the Spanish top flight to score in La Liga for three different clubs.

**Klopp’s men stopped by Burnley on Saturday**

Jurgen Klopp’s side can lose to Burnley on Saturday, as the Premier League title since 1990 had tested positive. The club's first two Premier League fixtures were played in front of empty stadiums due to the coronavirus pandemic, and the team had also been unable to host fans for its last two matches.

**Samuel Eto’o’s dream continues**

The Cameroon skipper added a third goal in Marseille last month, which was to ass the president of the club, for the third round of the Champions League.

**Bergwijn)**

Yuri dos Santos will have three matches left in the quarter-finals after losing to Burnley on Saturday, as the Premier League title since 1990 had tested positive. The club's first two Premier League fixtures were played in front of empty stadiums due to the coronavirus pandemic, and the team had also been unable to host fans for its last two matches.
Hinduism's popularity is on the rise, and for many, it has become a way to reconnect with their roots and find spiritual fulfillment. For others, it is a means of cultural expression and community building. Regardless of the reason, Hinduism offers a unique perspective on life, death, and the afterlife, making it a rich and diverse faith for modern multicultural societies.

India's current leadership is focused on promoting Hinduism's ancient beliefs and values, and the government has taken steps to encourage the spread of Hinduism across the country. Through various initiatives, they aim to foster a sense of national identity and pride among its citizens.

Despite the challenges it faces, Hinduism continues to evolve and adapt to new circumstances, making it a dynamic and resilient faith for the modern world. Whether through traditional practices or modern interpretations, Hinduism remains a vital part of India's cultural heritage and continues to inspire and connect people around the globe.

---

This text is a translation from a Hindi article about the rise of Hinduism in India and its impact on contemporary society.